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The Truth About Investment Fees, Loads, & Charges
You get what you pay for in life, and there are no free lunches,
are quotes we have all heard for generations. That holds true
for the investment world as well. So the real question to ask
yourself about your investments is, “Do you really know what

you are getting, for the fees, loads and charges you are paying for?” Let’s look at some of the costs that are associated
with some common investments, and how these costs affect
your overall returns.

Investment Fees

Some life insurance policies deduct a load from each premium
payment in order to pay the insurance agent. The net result of
an investment load is that from the moment you begin, you have
less in your account then you paid or invested.

A fee, according to Merriam Webster, is “a sum paid or charged
for a service.” So, the expectation is that if you pay or are charged
a fee, you’ll receive a service in return. Investment fees come
in many forms. There are “management fees” charged by the
people who manage mutual funds; advisory fees charged by investment advisors and “12b-1” fees charged by mutual funds to
market and promote their mutual funds among others. In each
case, an amount is deducted from the value of your account and
paid to the provider for their service.
As an example, many investment advisors charge an annual fee of
1.5% - 2% of the value of the account. So, if a client has an account
worth $100,000, and the investment advisor charged a 1.5% fee, it
means the client is paying the advisor $1,500 per year.

Investment Loads
Merriam Webster defines a load as “an amount added (as to the
price of a security or the net premium in insurance) to represent
selling expense and profit to the distributor.” That’s a decent “textbook” definition, but, in reality, it’s usually not an amount added
to the price, rather it’s an amount deducted from the account or
payment. Let me give you a few examples.
A load mutual fund deducts a certain percentage from the amount
you invest in order to pay the brokerage firm and the stock broker. If
the fund has a 5% sales load, and you invest $10,000, the fund deducts
$500 right off the top, and your mutual fund starts with $9,500.

Investment Expenses
Just to be consistent, let’s see what Merriam Webster has to say
about expenses. He defines an expense as a “financial burden
or outlay.” Think of an expense in an investment as a headwind
when you’re flying in a plane. It slows you down and makes the
plane work harder to get you where you want to go. Investment
expenses can be a significant headwind that holds your investments back in a very meaningful way over time. For example, if
you own an investment that has an 8% return with no expenses, over 20 years a $10,000 investment will grow to be worth
$46,610 (assuming no taxes). If the same fund has an expense
ratio of 1.5%, that same fund would only grow to be worth
$35,236. That “little” 1.5% fee wiped out 24.4% of your return!
That’s right! It erased nearly a quarter of your return!

Types of Investment Fees, Expenses and Loads
Now that I hope you have a pretty good idea of what these are
and how they work, let’s look at what they are in different investments. I’ll list them by investment type to make it easier for
you to quickly find the typical fees and charges for any investment you might personally own.

Mutual Funds
One of the most widely owned investments, mutual funds, have a number of different charges.

Management Fees

12b-1 Fees

These are charged in order to pay the person or people who
manage the fund and make the day to day decisions about what
to buy or sell within your mutual fund. They tend to average
from a low of 0.4% for index funds, or passively managed mutual funds, which don’t require much management, to over 2% for
actively managed funds which require the fund manager to play
a very active role in managing the fund.

These are charged to generate income for the mutual fund which
the fund company uses in order to promote and distribute the
fund. They are a bit controversial for a couple of reasons. In essence, they are charging the fund owners with the cost of advertising and promoting the fund. A lot of people find that just plain
wrong! Second, they are very often used to pay the sales rep an ongoing commission. Third, there are some funds that no longer accept new investors. These funds are said to be closed since they’re

not letting anyone who doesn’t already own shares of the fund get
into the fund. Yet they still may charge the 12b−1 fees. How could
that be? If they aren’t allowing new investors in, why do they need
to charge a fee to advertise and promote the fund? If you think
they shouldn’t be allowed to do that, you’re not alone. Even Congress has taken the matter up; however, at this time, no changes
have been made… yet.

Turnover Costs
If you look at a Morningstar mutual fund report, you’ll find a
reference to something called Turnover. Turnover tells you how
many times the manager of a mutual fund bought and sold the
holdings inside the fund. Turnover is listed as a percent and is
usually anywhere from 10% to 200%. For example, if a mutual fund owns 100 stocks, and over the course of the year the
manager sold 75 of those stocks and bought 75 new ones, that
would be a 75% “turnover ratio.”
The problem is that every time the manager buys, and every
time the manager sells a stock, the mutual fund has to pay a
commission for the trade. Who do you think actually pays this
cost? The shareholders of the fund do since theses costs are
deducted from the gross earnings and/or losses the fund incurs. Unlike the management fee and 12b−1 fee, the mutual
fund industry doesn’t show you what the cost of turnover is as
a percent of fund assets. Neither does Morningstar. If you dig
through the mutual fund prospectus, you can find it, but it’s
expressed as a dollar amount and not a percentage, so it’s hard
to really know how much it’s costing you.

Example:
Mutual Fund ABC has a management fee of 1% and a 12b−1 fee
of 0.25%. It has turnover of 50%, so it’s generating additional
costs of roughly 1.1%. Adding them all, that mutual fund has
expenses of roughly 2.35%.
To get a more accurate look at the total costs, you can go to
www.personalfund.com. There, they quantify the actual cost
for turnover, as well as from 12b−1 and management fees, so
based on the filings the fund made to the SEC as required, you
can know exactly how much that fund is charging in fees, expenses and sales loads.

Up-Front Loads
Some mutual funds known as load funds charge an up−front sales
charge. The sales load is used to pay the stockbroker and the firm
they represent for advising you about what funds to buy. I’m not
opposed to up−front sales loads, as long as you are getting sound
and suitable advice from your stockbroker. He or she deserves to
be compensated for the advice and expertise he or she brings to
the table… as long as he or she is actually bringing advice to the ta-
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ble! These loads are expressed as a percentage of your investment
as the example in the beginning of this paper showed.

Back-End Sales Loads
Also known as Contingent Deferred Sales Charges (CDSC’s),
these are often referred to as B Shares. A CDSC is a load that is
deducted from the value of your account only if you liquidate it
within a certain time after you buy it. For example, some CDSC’s
last for six to seven years. So, if you buy the mutual fund and
hold it for six to seven years (or exchange it with another mutual fund within the same fund company or family) you will never
have to pay the CDSC. CDSC’s tend to be six to seven percent of
the account value and decreases over the holding period until
they become zero. CDSC’s are almost always offered on “load
funds” and were created as an alternative to the investor having
to pay an up−front sales load deducted from their investment.
On the surface, this seem like a good idea to most investors. After all, if you could avoid paying an up−front load, as long as you
kept your money within the same fund family for six to seven
years, why wouldn’t you? The answer is because CDSC funds…
B share funds… typically carry significantly higher 12b−1 fees. If
you look at the same mutual fund − Mutual Fund ABC you might
find that it can be bought with a 5% up−front sales load and a
0.25% 12b−1 fee, OR it can be bought with a CDSC (a B share
fund) that has NO up−front 5% sales load, BUT… it has a 1.25%
yearly 12b−1 fee.

Annual Fees
There is one last type of mutual fund fee to cover, and those are
fees that are charged every year. These are usually found in load
funds that are called C Shares. C shares typically charge an annual
12b−1 fee that is about 1% more than the 12b−1 fee of the A shares
of the same fund. Unlike B shares, however, there is usually not a
CDSC (back end sales load) when you sell or, at most, there might
be a 1% CDSC if you sell the shares within one year.

Variable Annuities
Variable annuities (VA’s) are essentially mutual funds that are
held inside a tax−deferred annuity. There are several expenses,
fees and loads in VA’s.

1. Mortality and Expense Charges: These are fees that

are deducted from the value of your account that are charged to
cover the expenses of the insurance company in setting up and
maintaining your account as well as to pay for life insurance. The
life insurance is used to guarantee that when you die, even if your
account value is less than you invested, your heirs will receive at
least the sum of your investments (called premiums).
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2. Enhanced Death Benefit Fees: Many VA’s offer a

6. Front End Loads:

3. Living Benefit Riders:

7. Taxes:

death benefit that is greater than the sum of your premiums.
These enhanced benefits are not free. They will cost you an extra annual fee.

VA’s also commonly offer living benefits that allow you to withdraw a certain amount from
your account for as long as you live even if the account runs out
of money, or they may guarantee that your account’s value for
income purposes will grow by a certain percentage, as long as
you follow their (sometimes hard to understand) rules. These
benefits can be very expensive and are charged in addition to
any other fees.

4. Mutual Fund Fees: Because VA’s essentially use mu-

tual funds as the investment vehicle, the funds themselves have
fees as we’ve already discussed. They are typically similar to an
A share without a front−end sales load meaning the funds have
an expense ratio and turnover costs but, typically, do not have
12b−1 fees or CDSC’s.

Some Variable Annuities do
not have surrender charges because they charge an upfront sales load. Variable Annuities usually have one or the
other, but not both.
While all interest and gains in VA’s are tax−deferred
while you own the VA, if you close the VA, all gains are taxable
as ordinary income. Since mutual funds held outside a VA are
taxed as “capital assets” and are therefore taxed at the favorable capital gains tax rates, many experts frown on VA’s since
they can end up costing you more in taxes (as well as fees and
expenses) compared to simply owning the mutual fund outside
of the VA. That being said, bond mutual funds might be a better
choice for a VA since bond interest is taxed at ordinary income
anyway. I say “might” be a better choice because many experts
think the “bond fund in VA argument” doesn’t really hold water. They say that since VA’s have such high expenses and bond
funds return less, in general, than stock funds, and unless you’re
earning really high rates of return such as those that a stock
fund might generate, the fees in the VA will simply eat up the
return, and, in their opinion, you would, again, be better off simply holding the bond fund outside of the VA.

5. Surrender Charges: VA’s often charge a surrender pen-

alty if you withdraw more than a set percentage (you can typically withdraw up to 10% per year without incurring a surrender
charge) during the “surrender period” (usually in the first 3 − 10
years) or if you close your account. These are often a percentage
of the account value but sometimes are a percentage of your initial premium.

Stocks and Bonds
Stocks are a no−load investment, meaning if you invest $100,000,
your account will start with that amount. They are bought and
sold, however, with commissions that are charged in addition to
the investment. Commissions range all over the place from discount brokers that charge $1.25 per trade to full service retail
brokers that charge a percentage of the investment. As a rule of
thumb, you should always negotiate your commissions if you are
working with an investment advisor. If the advisor has recommended the stock based on his or her research, then it seems fair
to pay a full commission. But if you’ve decided to buy or sell a
stock based on your own research, then you should always negotiate a lower commission.
Bonds are sold on what’s called a “mark up” basis. That means
that while you will usually not see a commission listed, the bro-
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ker has bought them at a lower cost than he sells them to you.
The law does not require him to disclose his mark up, but some
brokers dealers do. Just know that even though there isn’t a
commission shown, it doesn’t mean the broker didn’t make any
money!

Summary
We could certainly go on and discuss more esoteric and less
common investments and their costs and fees, but this paper is
designed to cover the most common types of investments and
their expenses, fees and loads. Between mutual funds, variable
annuities, stocks and bonds, these investments probably cover
nearly 90% of the total value of investments held by retail investors today.
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